DRUNK DRIVING IS NOT A VICTIMLESS CRIME!

YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!

Here are some things that you can do to make a difference.

1. Never ride with a driver who has been drinking or using drugs, including legal drugs that impair.
2. Contact your local Chief of Police and Sheriff and tell them that you support DUI enforcement in your community.
3. Write a letter to the editor of your local newspaper supporting DUI enforcement.
4. Design an exhibit for your school or library on the dangers of driving while under the influence of alcohol or other drugs.
5. Report stores that sell alcohol to underage persons to your local law enforcement agency or the Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco at 1-888-NO-UNDERAGE.
6. Always wear your safety belt. It is your best defense against being seriously injured if the vehicle in which you are riding is struck by a drunk driver.

A TRAFFIC SAFETY MESSAGE FROM THE FOLLOWING:
FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
INSTITUTE OF POLICE TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT
FLORIDA HIGHWAY PATROL
YOUR LOCAL LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY

Simple answers to common questions!